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When a pen:eptual problem can be
so1ftd by explOling the stimulus objects
YisuaIIy 01" tactuaIIy. 01" when part of the
problem is presented Yilt one modality and
the remainder to the other modality. there
is an opportunity to compare the
infODDatioo-bmdJing c:haIacteristics of the
two systems. In a situation employing
DDJltivariate stimuli. some properties may
be mote salient for one modality than for
the other. resulting in differential problem
difficulty for the two modalities.

While Cuiness and Gibson (1962) have
demonstrated that tactual-to-Yisual
matches can be made without pIerious
experience, although performance
imprmes with practice, most studies have
been concerned with form discrimination
and subsequent cross-modaI transfer of
training (Bjorkman. GarviIl. &; Molander,
1965; Caviness &; Gibson. 1964; Gaydos,
1956; Gibson, 1963; Lobb. 1965; Pick,
1965; Rudel &; Teuber. 1964). It bas been
shown that tJansfer does occur, sometimes
assymetrically. but difficulty in
interpreting and integrating the IeSu1ts of
c:ross-mocIal studies seems to arise because
there is no basis for determining why
equiftIena: does or does not occur. Except
for Pick (1965). the studies have suffered
from a lack of stimulus quantification and
little is Imown about the form dimensions
lIIong which discrimination. matebing. and

Fi,. I. Example of a "is.al
dia 'iwiutioe oddity )II'OIJIem f..- the lIet
at eiaht sides..

cross-modal transfer take place.
Psychophysical knowledge of what
stimulus information is used and how it is
used in tnmsfer or cross-modal comparison
should aid in understanding the processes
imoIved.

In earlier studies. a comparison of the
physicaI correlates of visual and tactual
form complexity scales (Owen &; Brown.
1970) demonstrated a high degree of
equivalence in information utilization.
Other studies ~Ied these f"mdings Using
multidimensional scaling analyses (Brown
&; Brumagbim, 1968) and an anchoring
design (Bnnnagbim &; Brown, 1968). The
present studies were concerned with
ilm:stigating similar questions for pattern
discrimination in the case of visual and
tactual presentations.

METHOD
Subjects

Two hundred male Purdue University
undergraduates performed the
visual-discrimination task and 96
performed the tactual-discrimination task.
Ninety-six male Ohio State University
undergraduates performed the two
matching tasks, 48 in each condition. All
Ss participated in fulfdlment of an
introductory psychology course
requirement.

Pattern Selection and Experimental Design
Two hundred forms were sampled from

the 1,000 forms generated by Brown and
Owen (1967) according to the Method I
rules for angularshapes of closed contours
descn"bed by Attneave and Arnoult (1956).
AD foons were equated to an area of I ,250
square units and plotted in a
100 x 100 mm coordinate system. For

each problem, two forms from the same
sidedness level were paired at random and
one randomly designated as the "different"
figure, providing 20 problems at each of
me sidedness levels: 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20
sides. The tactual stimuli were constructed
from very fine abrasive paper
(Bebr-Manning 360A), and glued onto a
100 x 100 mm square of smooth poster
board. The visual stimuli were
transparencies, black on a white
background, presented with the same area
as the tactual forms on a rear-projection
screen,

Problems were constructed for the four
different conditions of presentation. The
visual-discrimination (VVV) oddity
problems consisted of five copies of the
incorrect form and one copy of the correct
or "different" form, a display used by
Brown, Hitcbcock, &; Michels (1962). The
position of the "different" form was
assigned randomly to one of the six
possible positions for each problem, with
the restriction that each position be used as
nearly as possible an equal number of times
at each sidedness level. Due to the
extremely large number of slides required,
no within-problem control of position
effects was attempted. An example of a
VVV problem from the set of eigbt-sided
patterns is shown in Fig. I. The three
forms in the tactual-discrirnination (TIT)
oddity problems were arranged in a
horizontal array, with the «different" form
appearing an equal number of times in each
position. Becausethe TIT task proved very
time-consuming, Ss were divided into two
groups of 48 Sseach, with each S receiving
50 problems, 10 from each side class.

Matching-to-sample problems were
constructed for the two cross-modal
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4 1.48 6.41 14.71 27.82 0.13
8 1.22 6.03 13.56 29.93 0.11

12 1.34 6.90 15.40 33.54 0.15
16 1.40 7.64 18.48 36.53 0.18
20 1.60 8.24 19.30 38.16 0.21

VVV -- .62 .44 .59 .47
vvr .69 -- .69 .71 .56
T1V .38 .57 -- .61 .44
TITLaL .69 .82 .68 -- .76
TITEa. .65 .70 .66 .93 --
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since it appears meaningful to compare
task means that YlU)' widely in magnihlde,
it is delirable for the JII'IIPC* of iDuatration
to praent the relative difficulty of each
sidedness lewd for -=It tMk. TbeIefore,
standard scores of the 100 problem scores
in a task were computed and die mean
standard score taken at each lIidedness
le¥el.

VVV, vvr, and TlV latencies and 'ITf
errors summarized acrolIs sidedness le¥els,
shown in raw-score form in Table 1 and
standard-score form in Fig. 2, provided
strong eYidence for peroeptual equiftlence
in problem-lOlviDgcapabiJity as a fuDction
of number of sides. Brown et at (1962)
found the SaDIe pattern for VVV latencies
as a function of sidedness. The TIT
latencies, also shown in Table 1, with a
linear component accounting for 98% of
the variation among side classes, provided
the only exception to the general quadratic
relationship.

Conceming the interoorreIations among
the tasks, ifcommon information was used
in an four conditions then the coefficients
shou1dbe high and about equal. H. on the
other hand, different stimulus relations
were used in visual than in tactual
discrimination, then CI'OSIHIlOdal matching
might make use of only thOle form
attributes that were salient both visually
and tactually. 10 that CMe, the
between-modality tasks should correlate
more bigbly than the within-modaHty
tasks.

The eotreIations among the tasks are
shown in Table 2, computed for the total
100 problems from all me side classesand,
as a within-dass example, for the 20
probIeoB at four sides. Two .....
statements can be made about the
com:Iations.. First, neither of the propoed
alternative outcomes was obIemld. The
correlations were neither consisten1ly biBb
II« consisten1ly ordered, although the
tasks had some common variance. While
part of the remaining YlIriance may be due
to UDIetiability of the dependent variables,
that is not the cue for the VVV latencies
where spIit~ reliability coefficients
raJJFd from .91 at 20 !ides to .99 at 4
sides. The IeCOIld point has to do with the
generally low couelations of the TIV

20

&rots

TITSides VVV vvr TIV TIT

8 12 16
NUMIIBI OF SIDES

FiB- 2. 11_ by IIided.- Ieft:I alta:
staacbnlizatioll of tile 100 problem KOla

witllia each talk..

discrimination: (a) Dependent-¥llJiable
comparisons were made by comparing task
means across sidedness levels and by
intercorreIating tasks; (b) differences in
form measures were factor analyzed and
the factor scores were used in a
multipIe-n:gression solution to account for
Yariation in performance; (c) differences in
form meuures, as weD as area of
nonovedap of the two forms in a problem,
were correlated with performance to assess
the kinds of information that are most
useful in discrimination; and
(d) scatteIgrapbs of dependent variables
were plotted against form measures to
reveal the relationship between
performance and pattem characteristics.

Dependeat-VuiabIe CompmIIoID
Several points need clarification prior to

consideration of the major analyleS. First,
analysisof variance of latencies for the six
vvv correct positions indicated a
significant variation in the position means
(p < .01). Statistical correction was made
by adjusting all problem means by the
deviation of the correct position mean
from the grand mean. Second, errors were
negligible for all tasks except TIT, where
an error rate of 16% was observed. Third,

situations since the task had been used by
other researchers and seemed better suited
to comparison of information from the
two modalities. For visual-to-tactual
matching (VVT) problems. two visual
forms were presented afJowl one tactual
form, and for tactual-t<Hisua1 matching
(TIV), one visual form was presented
above two tactual forms, with position
effects balanced. Order of presentation of
problems for an tasks was nadomized for
each S by a computer program with the
restriction that each side class be
represented in each CODlIeCUtive block of
five problems.

Procedure
In all tasks, Ss were tested individually

with instnu:tions to select the correct form
as rapidly as possible without sacrificing
accuracy. The .S initiated each trial by
lifting his preferred band from a plate,
thereby starting a 1!1()().sec timer. His
action also resulted in presentation of the
rear-projected visual display in the VVV,
VVT, and TIV tasks and allowed him to
begin exploring the tactual forms with his
preferred hand in the vvr, TIV, and TIT
tasks. The tactual forms were always
explored successively from left to right in
the TIV and TIT tasks, with the visual
form(s) available for viewing during tactual
exploration in the vvr and TIV tasks.
For the VVV task, six lighted buttons were
arranged in the same configuration as the
forms shown in Fig. I. When S pushed the
button corresponding to the position of
the odd form, the timer stopped, while the
display on the screen and the lights in the
buttons were extinguished.

A curtain prevented S from seeing the
tactual forms in the cross-modaI matching
experiments. In the vvr task, S pushed a
button below the visual form that matched
the form he bad explored tactually. Ss in
the TIV task pressed down on the tactual
form that matched the visual form
projected above. A correct response
stopped the timer and extinguished the
visualdisplay iIi both matching tasks.

The Ss in the TIT experiment were
blindfolded and instructed to explore the
three forms and press down on the odd
form. If correct, his response stopped the
timer and initiated a %-sec tone in his
headset. A correction procedure was used
in all tasks, i.e., S responded until correct
on each trial and practice problems
preceded testing under all conditions.
Latency to correct choice and number of
errors were recorded on each trial.

RESULTS
Four techniques were used to assess the

equivalence of the visual and tactual
modalities and to obtain a better estimate
of how pattern infonnation is used for
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lleasures Latencies Errors

III 112 113 VVV vvr TrY TIT TIT

At Four Sides
III .64 .46 -.50 -.42 -.33 -.49 -.4S
112 .5S -.68 -.5. -.3S -.60 -.46
113 -.64 -.7S -.5S -.71 -.56

At EiBht Sides
Ml .49 .34 -.32 -.07 -.22 -.32 -.21
M2 .77 -.5S .00 -.38 -.4S -.32
M3 -.54 -.17 -.52 -.54 -.44

At Twelve Sides
III -.16 -.4S -.46 -.15 -.01 -.36 -.31
112 .19 -.27 -.O'J -.02 -.07 .23
M3 .29 .15 .46 .Il .08

At Sixteen Sides
III .33 .OS -.23 -.15 .24 .1. -.23
112 .46 -.47 -.20 .01 -.14 .34
M3 -.24 -.20 -.38 -.37 -.27

At Twenty Sides
III .31 .07 -.7S -.35 -.44 -.02 .04
112 .6S -.49 -.49 -.13 -.02 .23
M3 -.23 -.50 -.14 .20 .10

II1 PtrirrekT Ierr8tIJ
112 IIlDCimIun !l«OIfd nttJmnIl of pt!rimdn- dbtributiolt
113 AnIr of IJOIH?wrilp
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T8IlIe30....... of F.... (F) ... &pund
II~~".... • (lr.2) f. &cia D I « t

V...... at Fc.r Sides

........... EmJn

VVV vvr nv TIT TIT

FI -.72 -.5S -.27 -.61 -.51
F2 .16 .43 .30 .27 .19
F3 .". .27 .16 .46 .37
F4 .03 .31 .53 .16 J)9
FS -.22 -.31 -.10 -.'" -.'"F6 -.00 .17 .10 .Il .02
F7 -.os .07 -.20 -JIB -.07
Fa -.Il .03 .03 .03 .17
F9 .17 -.22 -.31 -.16 -.27
FlO .1. .27 .IS .29 .37
R2 .76 .82 .69 .82 .74

latencies widl cIepcocIent variables and also
with physical me.-ues and factor SCOles

(see Tables 3 and 4). Considering the
telatift1y hiP coneIatioos of the vvr and
TTT IateDcies. there is little IeasDI1 to
expect a proIJIem with results of the TIV

. task, oth~ than some factor of
umeJiability in the TlV data.

The c:oueIations between the TTT
latencies and enon were ..93,.90,.67,.63,
and .s2 fIUIn 4 to 20 sides. showing a tnmd
for the two Yariables to become more
unc:om:Iated as c:ompIexity inc:reases. The
trend wasobsI:rftd ewen 1bougJlerrors tend
to inaease with c:omplexity and the
c:onection procedure should inflate the
c:om::IatioD because enon result in 10JlFf
latencies.

Psy~e-.p.--
Two approaches were taken in

attempting to ctisc:o¥er the stimulus
information utilized in solving the
problems. Princ:ipakompoot factor
aoaIyses of the differences in 80 measures
of the two foons in a problem werecanied
out within each side class. Enough factors
were rotated to JeSUIt in a high loading of
at least one measure on each of as many
factors as possible to allow interpretation
of the factors.. AD 80 differences in
measures were normalized by
tJansformatioo Yia a JlOIJIIlI1 probability
table before factorization. since extremely
larle original scores from. skewed
disIrlbutioos hue an iuoIdiDate influence
in the factor solution. Four sides is apin
chosen for the purpose of illuslration,
althoupit is neither the best nor the worst
in terms of accounting for variation in
latencies. The factor SCOles repJeSeDtiog
the Ioc:atiooof each problem along the 10
factor cIimeDsions were used as predictors
in multip1e-regressio solutions, resulting in
the standardized beta-weigbts and
pen:enta&eS of ftIiance accounted for
shown in Table 3. Since the factors are
independent, the ooneIation ofeach factor
with a depr:odeot YUiabIe is a beta-we:ig,bt
in the equation.

Rxllllrination of loadings of measures on
factors indicated that Factor I is best
described as representing the e1onption of
a form along an axis, independent of
rotation. Factor 2 has high loadings from
measures of angular variability, wbie
Factor 3 is related to vertical extent of a
figure. Length of perimeter has the highest
Ioadiog on the fifth factor. If measures of
the features useful in discrimination have
bi&b 10ldi0gs on the first 10 factors. the
beta-weights can be interpreted as an
approximation to a perceptual strategy.
Sina: a useful feature may load on two
factors and not be represented in the
n:pestion equation, however, it is better to
c:oosider the rquued multiple coneIation
as an index of how much variation in
~ormance can be accounted for by the
measurement system, as shown in the
bottom row of Table 3. The problems of
10Iing useful measures not included in the
first 10 factolS and of including dimensions
not salient, of course, remain.

An estimate of which original measures
were salient and 1he extent of their
utilization was made by correlating the
dependent ¥ariables with differences in all
80 measures plus areaof nonmerlap of the
two figures in a problem. Area of
nonoverlap was measured by a computer
program that superimposes the matrices
containing the two patterns that are
specified by square units of area. Unit areas
of each matrix that are enclosed by the
form contain Is and areas that are not
enclosed contain Os. Summing the two
matrices results in 2s in the areaof01lerlap,

equivalent to the translation overlap
estimated optically by Boynton et aI
(1961). By scanning the matrix and
changing all 2s encountered to Os,the area
of nonmerlap can be computed by
summing the remaining b. If perceptually
useful, area of nonoverlap should be
negamely correlated with latency.

Examples of the correlations are
tabulated in Table 4. It must be noted that
the measures sampled were correlated to
various degrees, so that their contributions
in accounting for performance were not
independent. Two broad statements can be
made that generalize across most measures:
first, that the lowest correlations across
side classes were usually at 12 sides, and
second, the lowest correlations across tasks
were usually for the T1V task. Nonoverlap
tended to account for less variance in
performance as complexity increased.

One of the most impOltant rmdings in
terms of undeJStanding the perceptual
processes. invo1Yed came from the simplest
level of psychophysical analysis. that of
grapbical representation. Scattergraphs of
latencies plotted against a measure Jumng a
respectable correlation with latency (e.g.,
.60 or greater) typic:aDy reveal a triangular
configuration as shown in Fig.3. Short
latencies were obser1Ied at any level of a
salient attribute, wbie long latencies were
observed with decreasing frequency as
there was greater difference in amount of
the property for the two fODDS in a
problem. The three fODD pailS in Fig. 4
made up the problems represented by the
numbered dots in Fig. 3. The fODDS in
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PROBLEM

It is evident from the results that
multiple regression· using factored
dimensions to account for performance
variability is not appropriate·to construct a
model isomorphic with the processes
invo~ed. In view of the efficacy of
multiple regression in accounting for
variability in judgments (Owen & Brown,
1970) and for variation in recognizability
of forma (Owen & Andolsek, 1970), it
should not be construed that the technique
has little value. Rather, it appears that a
different approach is required when dealing
with how Ss detect differences and
similarities in forms than in accounting for
how a set of forms is arrayed from least to
most by performance of" some task.
Accounting for the average discriminability
of a form from allothers in a set is not the
same as accounting for the discrimination
of that form from any particular form in
the set. When S is instructed to perform a
tlJsk involving at least two forms as quickly
and as accurately as possible, rather than
being told to attend to certain parameters
of the forms, he is free to use any stimulus
relations available to correctly solve a
problem. With the type of forms used,
there is enough information available so
that any problem may be solved in a
number of ways. No consistency is
required from one problem to the next,
from one S to the next, or from a given
task to any other task. However, the high
degree of similarity among Ss in the Owen
and Andolsek (1970) recognition
experiment and the high split-half

2

Fia. 3. ScatterlUph reflecting a
correlation of -.62 between latency and
difference in a physical measure for 20
problema in the VVT tuIt at four sides.

Fig. 4. Three form pairs corresponding
to the problems numbered in Fig. 3.

among the tasks, but the trends were not
particularly instructive.

The major problem appears to be that
there is no clear understanding of how the
processes of pattern discrimination and
pattern matching operate. Without that
knowledge, it is somewhat presumptuous
to begin comparing modalities and tasks.
On the other hand, consideration of data
gathered at the various levels of physical
complexity-tactually, visually, and across
modalities-by discrimination and
matching, is more likely to lead to
development of a model that will
generalize across stimulus attributes,
modalities, and tasks. Some understanding
of the complications involved has been
achieved.

The implication of the scattergraph
pattern is relatively clear: The greater the
difference in a salient feature, the more
likely the latency will be short. If there is
little or no difference along the dimension,
another cue may be used instead, perhaps
also resulting in a short latency. In fact,
due to correlations among dimensions or to
use of cues in combination, a short latency
may be observed at any point on any
dimension. As forms deviate less from the
most compact form for a given sidedness
level, they vary less and less along all
dimensions, resulting in an increasing
frequency of long latencies as the
difference on any dimension decreases, i.e.,
there is generally less total information
available for discrimination or matching.
Therefore, while correlations of form
measures with performance can give a
descriptive indication of what information
is useful, the relationship is neither linear
nor bivariate normal, so that the predictive
utility of linear correlation and regression
depends upon the extent to which the
assumptions are met.

~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ m ~ ~

DIFFERENCE IN SECOND MOMENT OF DISTAL RADIALS

o
T

Problem 1 are similar in many ways,
resulting in a difficult problem, while the
Problem 3 forms differ greatly in
dispersion of perimeter resulting in a fairly
easy problem. The forms making up
Problem 2 differ little in the physical
measure graphed and yet the latency is
nearly equal to that of Problem 3.
However, because these forms differ a great
deal in dispersion of area and perimeter
along the vertical axis, Problem 2 is also
easy.

DISCUSSION
Whether or not perceptual equivalence

of the visual and tactual modalities has
been demonstrated depends upon the level
of comparison. Certainly, the relative
difficulty of the various tasks as a function
of number of sides demonstrates
equivalence at the level of physical
complexity. This result lends further
support to Gibson's (1966) notion of
partial equivalence of perceptual systems,
as interpreted and extended by Owen and
Brown (1970). If the visual latencies reflect
primarily information processing time,
then the tactual errors probably also reflect
information processing capability, while
the tactual latencies tend more to reflect
information gaining. The decreasing
correlation between tactual latencies and
errors with increasing complexity supports
this interpretation by suggesting that the
two dependent variables are indices of
different processes. In the cross-modal
tasks, information from the visual form(s)
may be used to limit the tactual search so
that the matching latencies also reflect
processing more than gaining time. When
considered within side classes, however, the
results reveal few instances of common
information utilization. There is, to be
sure, evidence of some common variance
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reliability found for two groups of 100 Ss
in the present visual-discrimination (VW)
task strongly suggest that there is inter-S
consistency in problem solution.
Consistency across modalities and across
tasks has not been ..• ".ipressive. little is
known. for example, about what S does in
oddity discrimination as opposed to what
he does in solving a matching-to-sample
problem. The oddity task is more likely to
require assessing differences, while the
matching task is more likely to require S to
attend to similarities. It is also possible that
the two tasks may set S to pick up
different information, which by necessity
limits the features available for
comparisons occurring later in the
perceptual processes. The problem is
probably closely tied to the observation
that latencies of "same" and "different"
judgments are usually not equal (e.g.,
Bindra, Donderi, & Nashisato, 1968;
Hawkins, 1969; Nickerson, 1967).

The generality of the notion that S has
or develops a strategy that is applied to any
discrimination problem needs critical
examination. Where instructions, feedback,
or other task demands do not suggest a
strategy, information utilization might
rather be determined by the relations
available . between forms making up a
particular problem. The concept of an
effective hierarchy of information
utilization remains appropriate, since the
saliency of features or properties will vary
from problem to problem. Assuming that S
is capable of extracting the features needed
to -solve a discrimination or a matching
problem, an adequate theory of what
processing occurs must consider that

306

incoming stimulation can carry the
information for a comparison strategy. In
other words, if task demands or previous
problems do not suggest a strategy, the
information in the problem will.
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